Please note the following refers only to indoor line dance classes in ENGLAND, UK.
As announced yesterday, from the 25th July 2020 fitness and dance studios, as well as indoor sports venues and
leisure facilities in England can open their doors for business. This is brilliant news for us dancers, but also poses lots
of questions as classes are held in all kinds of venues, differing in size, number of class attendees etc… It is not a one
size fits all approach. I know the most important things is to keep everyone safe in our dance community safe so I am
hoping that the following helps those who want to start reopening, whilst also giving others who may decide to open
slightly later on ideas as to how they can open and run their classes/clubs safely.
The following information has been developed using the official guidance set out by the Department of Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport as well as UKActive- you can find the documents used at
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/providers-of-grassroots-sport-and-gymleisure-facilities

1. Contact your venue
Contact your venue to see whether they are open and discuss possible return dates. You will need to work with
your venue to agree a plan of action to ensure both you and the venue are happy all safety aspects have been
considered. Many venues are already open (e.g. community centres). Many venues will have already put safety
procedures in place, so a discussion with the venue will help you consider if you need to put further safety
aspects in place, specifically for line dancing.

2. Conduct a COVID-19 Risk Assessment and display COVID Secure poster at your classes
Preferably attend the venue and conduct a COVID-19 risk assessment, just as you would for other health and
safety related hazards (click here). YOU MUST COMPLETE AND DOCUMENT A RISK ASSESSMENT TO AVOID
BREACHING HEALTH AND SAFETY LAW. Following the completion of your risk assessment, you must share the
results with your workforce (if you have one) IT may be a good idea to even share it with your class to give them
confidence that you have considered their safety. You must display the Covid secure poster at your venue (click
here)

Things to consider in your risk assessment:


Venue Size and Ventilation: Businesses and venues following COVID-19 Secure guidelines can host larger groups
if they can adhere to social distancing guidelines and consider the ventilation requirements of areas where high
intensity exercise/activity takes place. Ventilation systems should provide 100% fresh air and not recirculate air
from one space to another. Opening windows and doors regularly will also help with good ventilation. So how
many dancers can I have? The maximum occupancy for the area being used should be limited by providing a
minimum of 100sqgft per person. This is a standard used in the UK to determine healthy space in a work setting.
It sounds complicated and huge but do not panic because it isn’t and can be calculated simply.
To work out number of people allowed in an area: Ask your venue how big the area/room you are using
is. For example, an exercise area in a gym may be 1200sqgft. This mean you can have 12 people in that
area at any time (1200 divided 100 = 12 people). You will also need to consider the toilet area (possibly
kitchen area dependent on venue) to determine how many people can use those facilities at the same
time (I would imagine in most places it will be a one person using the toilet facility at a time).



Then add your Social Distancing measures: Government guidelines are that 2 metres apart is preferable
wherever possible. Consider the following social distancing/public health measures:

Increase frequency of hand washing and hand sanitising. Make hand sanitiser readily available in
multiple locations and encourage use during any break/interval.
o Ensure cleaning is frequent. Allow a ten-minute interval between classes to allow for cleaning chairs/
tables etc...
o Using back-to-back or side-to-side activity (rather than face-to-face) -avoid partner and contra-line
dances. Line dancing is made for social distancing!!
o Consider reducing the number of people each person has contact with – fixed lessons in smaller group
sessions and one-way traffic into and out of the venue.
o Face coverings are not mandatory, but people may want to use them and should be free to do so.
o Put clearly visible tape or big dots (get creative and make it fun!) on the dance floor to indicate 2 metres
apart, essentially giving people their own little area to dance.
o Avoid unduly raising your voices (remember no singing!)
o Fixing any doors so they can be left unopened to avoid numerous people touching the same area.
o Allocate each person an area for when they are not dancing (e.g. Chair/small table area if these are at
your venue- ensuring social distancing is still maintained).
o Where possible, have a door for entry and use another door for exit (even if it is a fire door). This allows
for one-way traffic for class attendees.
o Try to keep classes to those that will be dancing (avoid spectators as this will mean less can attend the
class)
o If catering facilities are open at your venues respect social distancing whilst queuing for food and drink.
Do not share food items, cups, plates or eating utensils with anyone else.
o Encourage your classes to bring their own food/drink and dispose of their own rubbish.
o Consider any additional needs of individuals who attend that may have disabilities.
o Where possible, operate a book-in advance service with your class booking a slot with you either online
or over the phone. Also use electronic payments if you can (think of using paypal/bank
transfers/contactless payments). Also consider getting your class to block book weekly classes if that
makes it easier in terms of payment. Avoid cash where possible.
Support Test and Trace: Collect sufficient data on each class attendee (name, home phone number, date
and time of class) so that each person could be contacted if there is a case of COVID-19 connected to the
facility. This could help contain clusters or outbreaks.
Consider those in the vulnerable category: Shielding is scheduled to end on 31st July in England. Individuals
will be being contacting by their medical team who will advise them on the next steps specifically for their
medical condition. It is likely not everyone will be able to/want to return straight away. Consider recording
or live streaming your classes for those who cannot make it in person, whether there are in the vulnerable
category or not.
o





Detail all your actions in your risk assessment and communicate this to your classes before, during and after so
people become accustomed to the new procedures in place to allow them to enjoy their favourite pastime.

Finally, and most importantly… talk to your classes, you know them best. Some people will be itching to
return whilst others may not feel safe or confident to do so. All feelings and concerns are valid whilst we
are trying to navigate our way through this unsettling time.
Good Luck everyone! I look forward to seeing you all back safely on the dance floor soon.
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